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Abstract: An image rejection down-conversion mixer 
architecture is presented which does not require low-pass 
filters. The image rejection performance of conventional 
architectures, the Hartley and Weaver, are analyzed as a 
function of phase and gain mismatches and compared with 
the proposed architecture. The proposed architecture that 
adopts double poly-phase filter at the front and back of 
mixer shows better performance due to the inherent 
compensation characteristics for the mismatch signal. 
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I. Introduction 

In the last few years, the endeavor for higher level 
integration of RF ICs has been the pressing interest of 
semiconductor industry [ 1][2][3][4][5]. However, the off- 
chip components, especially the band-pass filters, made 
them difficult. Among the off-chip components, the image 
rejection filter (IR filter) is one of the key external 
components. There have been various efforts to eliminate 
IR filter from the radio receiver, and the image rejection 
mixer has been the most promising solution [6][7][8]. 

There are two commonly known image rejection mixer 
architectures; Hartley and Weaver. Fig. 1 shows the Hartley 
architecture, which is known to be sensitive to the 
mismatch in quadrature LO (Local Oscillator) signal as 
well as the 90" phase shift network [9]. Furthermore, this 
architecture requires low-pass filters with relatively high Q. 

Figure 2 shows the Weaver architecture that consists of 
two mixer stages and the low-pass filters. This architecture 
requires two LO signals as shown in Fig. 2. 

The Weaver architecture eliminates the dependencies of 
the image rejection characteristics on the mismatches in the 
90' phase shift network, but still requires the low-pass 
filters, has the second image problem [9][ 101, and contains 
mismatches problems of the two LO quadrature generators. 
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Fig. 1 Hartley Image Rejection Architecture 
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Fig. 2 Weaver Image Rejection Architecture 

11. Proposed Image Rejection Mixer 

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of proposed image 
rejection mixer architecture. This architecture contains four 
mixer cells, two poly-phase filters, and the 
summatiodsubtraction stages, but no low-pass filters 
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Fig. 3 The proposed Image Rejection Mixer Architecture 
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To analyze the proposed architecture, suppose the input 
signal is given by 

RF = A ,  COS(W$ * t )  + A,  COS(W, - t )  eq (1) 
where the first term represents desired channel and the 
second term the image. Afi and Aim represent amplitudes of 
desired signal and that of image, respectively. qf and am 
represent frequencies of desired signal and that of image, 
respectively. If we assume that LO in-phase and quadrature- 
phase signals can be expressed as 1 

LO, =A,  cos(@,f) 
LO, =A, sin(w,J) 

where LOI and LOQ represent the fundamental components 
of in-phase and quadrature-phase signals of LO. Neglecting 
the frequency conversion factors and focusing only the 
frequency components of mixed signal, the outputs at node 
A-D can be given by 

From equation (3) we see that A+C and D-B eliminate 
the up-converted frequency components, QF + q, and am + 
Q,. With the Hartley and Weaver architecture, low-pass 
filters are used to eliminate the up-converted components. 

After summation and subtraction, the F node output is 
shifted by 90" and the E node output stays in-phase through 
poly-phase filter. The differential summation at the final 
output node eliminates the image signal. In this process 
mismatch raised from the LO quadrature generator and 
signal paths are compensated. Fig. 4 shows image rejection 
operation of the proposed architecture in frequency domain. 
The ash colored block represents image band and the white 
colored one the desired band. 

111. Comparative Analysis of the Image Rejection 
Architectures 

If the phase and gain mismatch is represented by E and 0, 
respectively, and the path gain mismatch is ignored, the 
image rejection ratio (IRR) of Hartley architecture is given 
bY[lOl 

Fig. 4 Frequency domain analysis of proposed image 
rejection architecture 
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Similarly, the IRR of the Weaver architecture can be 
expressed by 

where Alol and Alo2 represent amplitudes of the 1'' and 2d 
LO signal, respectively. 

Following the approaches applied to the Hartley and 
Weaver architectures, the signal at the E and F node of the 
newly proposed image rejection mixer can be expressed as 

Ignoring the additional mismatches of the 2nd poly-phase 
filter, from equation (6) and (7), the final output signal at 
the output of the proposed mixer contains no image signals 
regardless of the amount of the mismatches. The proposed 
architecture inherently compensates the gain and phase 
mismatches leading to ideally infinite IRR. 

Based on equations (4) and (3, the image rejection 
characteristics of the Hartley and Weaver architectures are 
analyzed. Fig. 5-(a) and 5-(b) represent the IRR of the 
Hartley architecture, while 5-(c) through 540 that of the 
Weaver. Fig. 5-(a) shows the IRR variation as a function of 
the phase and gain mismatch for small LO amplitude. And, 
Fig. 5-(b) is for the large LO amplitude. As can be seen 
from Fig. 5-(a) and -(b), the Hartley architecture shows 
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(a) Hartley, small LO (b) Hartley, large LO 
amplitude. amplitude. 
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(c) Weaver, phase variation, (d) Weaver, phase variation, 
small LO amplitude. large LO amplitude. 
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(e) Weaver, amplitude (f) Weaver, amplitude 
variation, small ,LO variation, large LO 
amplitude. amplitude. 
Fig. 5 IRR of Hartley and Weaver architecture as a 
function of phase and gain mismatches. 
improvement in IRR for larger LO amplitude. Fig. 5-(c) and 
-(d) shows the IRR variation as a function of the 
mismatches in the phases of LO1 and LOz. Again, the larger 
LO amplitude helps the image rejection performance. Fig. 
5-(e) and -(f) shows the IRR variation as a function of LO1 
and LO2 gain mismatches, assuming phase mismatches are 
negligible. Fig. 5-(e) and -(f) shows that the IRR are less 
sensitive to gain mismatch, and again, the larger LO 
amplitude helps to improve the image rejection. 

Conclusion 
A new image rejection architecture is proposed and 

analyzed. The proposed image rejection mixer dose not 
require low-pass filter therefore it can be used to high IF 
frequency applications where the integrated low-pass filter 
is not feasible. 

The image rejection performance of proposed 
architecture is analyzed and compared with the 
conventional Hartley and Weaver architectures and 
demonstrates superiority of proposed architecture. 

The phase and gain mismatch dependencies of the 
Hartley and Weaver architectures are investigated and 
showed that the IRR is more sensitive to the phase 
mismatch, and, the larger LO amplitudes help to minimize 

the gain and phase mismatch effects. 
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